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Call 01403 792 300 for Heason

Add us to your speed dial now!
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Ash Chury joins the Heason team
Heason Technology continues to expand with
the appointment of Ash Chury, the new UK and
Europe Sales Manager.
One of Ash’s main objectives is to further
develop the engineer-to-engineer assistance
advantage that has helped to drive the
Company’s consistent growth in recent years.
Ash joins Heason with more than 25 years’
experience in national and international
technical sales management for engineered
solutions in automation systems and motion
control, with a résumé that embraces customer
and project-level involvement as well as
strategic business development.
Click here to read the full article.
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Washdown Motors with “Lotus Effect” Coating
Technology
Powerful, ready to install, washable: The new
family of "Washdown Food" AKM™ drive motors
are the ideal solution for most transport and
rotation applications in the food, beverage and
packaging industries.
Thanks to its unique waterproof “lotus effect”
coating, liquids run easily off the surface of the
ready-to-install drive units which result in a
significant reduction in cleaning time and
maintenance.
In addition, the motor-gear combination needs
little power due to its high degree of efficiency and also offers more freedom





Manual Stages
Linear & Rotary
Encoders
Slip Rings

Heason Product Site
For more information on our
wide range of products,
please click here

when designing and constructing the machine because of its compact
assembly.
Launched at this year's Interpack trade fair in Düsseldorf, Kollmorgen
demonstrated the latest drive and control technology to overcome challenges
in “Washdown Food” applications and achieve new levels of machine
performance.
Visit the AKM product page here or call us on +44 (0) 1403 792 300.
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New Thomson LC-Series Lifting Columns

Sales Enquiries
If you have an enquiry or
need to discuss an
application with one of our
Sales Engineers, please call
our sales team on +44
(0)1403 792 320

Self-supporting and height adjustable these LC-Series Lifting
Columns, available from Heason Technology, offer lifting
solutions in a compact, pre-aligned package, perfect for medical
and ergonomic applications requiring telescopic motion.

"Follow" Heason on Twitter!





High moment load capability for off center loading



Control offering to facilitate synchronous motion of multiple
columns

@heasonmotion
"Like" Heason on Facebook!
Heason Technology Ltd
Onsite Product Demos!
Ever fancied having a
product demonstration at
your own premises?
Well now you can...Heason
are running product demos
so you have a chance to try
before you buy!
For more information
contact one of our Sales
Engineers on +44 (0)1403
792 320
Variohm Holdings
Brings together the interests
formerly owned by Roy and
Joan Moffatt into a cohesive
group. Click here to visit the
Variohm Holdings website.
Variohm Eurosensor
The leading single source
supplier of sensors and
associated electronic
systems since 1974. Visit
theVariohm website for
more information.
Herga Technology
The leading UK
manufacturer, designer and
exporter of footswitches,
hand controls and sensing

Benefits for Ergonomic Applications:

Multi stage telescopic design for different height operators
Customisation of mounting plate for seamless integration to
your machine

New Thomson Lifting Columns offer an excellent extension to retraction ratio
resulting in the maximum range of motion in a minimal footprint.
For more information visit our website or call us on +44 (0) 1403 792 300.
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Windy500 2014 raises £10,000 for Julia's House
What a fantastic achievement!
Heason followed John Comben in his trusty
Lotus, during his 16 day tour around Europe,
and despite tackling wet weather and a few
mechanical issues John managed to cover
over 4,000 miles.
To read back through John's adventure visit
our blog site.
If this event has inspired you to join the tour next year, raising money for a
great cause, then keep checking the main Windy500 website for updates.
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Examining the benefits of electric motion
With the wealth of linear motion
solutionsavailable today, it can be quite
confounding to select a specific motion
technology that meets performance
requirements while satisfying budget and

solutions for medical
equipment and industrial
control applications. For
more information visit
theHerga website.
Ixthus Instrumentation
Supplier of sensors,
transducers and complete
systems to measure
displacement, force, torque
and vibration. Click here to
visit the Ixthus website

FUTURE EVENTS
Exhibition Schedule
Engineering Design
Show22/23 October 2014 Stand E
DSEI Show 15-18
September 2015 - Stand
TBC
Drives and Controls
Show 12-14 April 2016 Stand TBC

reliability issues, as well as total cost of ownership considerations.
Jon Howard, Managing Director of Heason Technology, looks at the benefits
of electric actuator technology in the latest magazine release by Design
Solutions.
Read the full article here or call us on +44 (0)1403 792 300 to discuss your
motion solution requirements.
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X-Y positioning and control solution
Heason have combined positioning mechanics,
integrated stepper motor/drives and motion
controls from two of its distribution partners to
provide a unique range of ready-to-run singleaxis and X-Y positioning stagesthat offer a
modular motion system solution with reduced
integration costs for a wide range of
applications.
The cost-competitive range combines Dover
Motion's XY range of precision positioning tables in a wide choice of travel,
accuracy and stage configurations with ABB's new and innovative DSMS
series high-torque stepper motors that include integrated micro-stepping
drives.
Read the full article here.
Back to top

Keep a look out for all
forthcoming events at
Heason Technology on our
dedicated events page.
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